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SUMMARY 8 
The type VI secretion system (T6SS) is a versatile molecular weapon used by many bacteria 9 
against eukaryotic hosts or prokaryotic competitors. It consists of a cytoplasmic bacteriophage 10 
tail-like structure anchored in the bacterial cell envelope via a cytoplasmic baseplate and a 11 
periplasmic membrane complex. Rapid contraction of the sheath in the bacteriophage tail-like 12 
structure propels an inner tube/spike complex through the target cell envelope to deliver 13 
effectors. While structures of purified contracted sheath and purified membrane complex have 14 
been solved, because sheaths contract upon cell lysis and purification, no structure is available 15 
for the extended sheath. Structural information about the baseplate is also lacking. Here we use 16 
electron cryotomography to directly visualize intact T6SS structures inside Myxococcus xanthus 17 
cells. Using sub-tomogram averaging, we resolve the structure of the extended sheath and 18 
membrane-associated components including the baseplate. Moreover, we identify novel 19 
extracellular bacteriophage tail fiber-like antennae. These results provide new structural insights 20 
into how the extended sheath prevents premature disassembly and how this sophisticated 21 
machine may recognize targets.     22 
 23 
MAIN TEXT 24 
The type VI secretion system (T6SS) is a dynamic nanomachine, widespread in Gram-negative 25 
bacteria, that delivers effectors directly into target eukaryotic or bacterial cells for purposes of 26 
pathogenicity or competition1-3. Its structure is known to comprise a membrane complex linked 27 
to the outer membrane (OM) and spanning the periplasm and inner membrane (IM), a 28 
cytoplasmic baseplate associated with the membrane complex, an extended sheath anchored to 29 
the baseplate and loaded with an inner tube made of stacks of hexameric Hcp rings, and a spike 30 
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complex on the tip of the inner tube1-3. The extended sheath contracts to fire the inner tube/spike 31 
complex into target cells to deliver associated effectors4-6. Bioinformatics and structural studies 32 
have provided strong evidence that this contractile mechanism is conserved with the contractile 33 
bacteriophage tail, R-type pyocin, and phage tail-like protein translocation structures7.  34 
 35 
Among these contractile machines, the T6SS is the only one that fires from inside the cell, and 36 
the only one known to recycle its components for multiple rounds of action4,8. The sheath 37 
proteins of the T6SS are equipped with a unique recycling domain recognized by the ATPase 38 
ClpV for rapid disassembly of the contracted sheath, allowing the sheath subunits to be reused to 39 
build other extended T6SS6,9,10. High-resolution cryo-EM reconstructions have been obtained for 40 
purified R-type pyocins in both the extended and contracted conformations, revealing how the 41 
energy for contraction is stored in the extended sheath and released upon contraction, and how 42 
the extended sheath interacts with the inner tube11. For the T6SS, however, extended sheaths 43 
have not been reconstructed because cell lysis and purification trigger contraction. As a result, 44 
only the structure of the contracted sheath has been obtained by high-resolution cryo-EM12,13. 45 
Consequently, how the T6SS sheath subunits pack in the extended state, manage their recycling 46 
domains to prevent premature disassembly by ClpV, and interact with the Hcp inner tube are still 47 
unknown. In addition, the structural details of T6SS attachment to the membrane remain unclear.  48 
 49 
Electron cryotomography (ECT) has proven powerful in visualizing native structures of bacterial 50 
nanomachines directly in their cellular context without purification14. In fact, the structure of the 51 
T6SS was first discovered by ECT in Vibrio cholerae cells, wherein both extended and 52 
contracted conformations were seen, revealing the basic contractile mechanism4. Following this 53 
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discovery, we used correlated cryogenic photoactivated localization microscopy and ECT (cryo-54 
PALM/ECT) to identify the T6SS structure in vivo in Myxococcus xanthus15, which was known 55 
to encode a T6SS in its genome (Fig. S1). By fusing photoactivatable GFP with the sheath, 56 
localizing the signals in a frozen-hydrated cell, and correlating the signals to electron densities in 57 
a cryotomogram of the same cell, we identified T6SS and confirmed that they formed extended 58 
and contracted structures just like their V. cholerae counterparts. We further noticed that in data 59 
taken close to focus, clear periodicities were visible in the M. xanthus T6SS sheaths (Fig. S2), 60 
opening the possibility of sub-tomogram averaging to reveal structural details.  61 
 62 
Inspecting the more than 1,650 tomograms of M. xanthus cells in our tomography database16, we 63 
identified 29 extended T6SS with an average length of 444 nm (an example is shown in Fig. 1a), 64 
and 24 contracted T6SS with an average length of 282 nm (an example is shown in Fig. 1b). Of 65 
the 29 extended T6SS structures, 16 were oriented close enough to horizontal (perpendicular to 66 
the electron beam) that we could align and average the membrane-associated region (Fig. 1c). 67 
The elongated structure of the sheath/Hcp tube was seen to end at a thin but distinct layer of 68 
density (L1). Another thicker layer of density (L2) was seen next to L1 with a gap in between. 69 
Between L2 and the IM, a cage-like structure (L3) was revealed, which surrounds a thin axial 70 
density with a bulge close to the IM. The L1, L2, and most of the L3 densities together likely 71 
represents the baseplate structure in vivo, and the thin axial density is likely the spike complex. A 72 
distinct density spanning the periplasm with a wider part close to the IM and a narrower part 73 
close to the OM was seen. This periplasmic density together with a part of the cytoplasmic L3 74 
density likely represent the membrane complex, which associates with the OM and spans the 75 
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periplasm and IM. An extracellular cap-like density was also seen on top of the OM outside of 76 
the cell.     77 
 78 
To date, no extracellular components of the T6SS have been identified. Therefore we were 79 
surprised to observe the ‘cap’. Moreover, in individual tomograms of T6SS we found densities 80 
resembling bacteriophage T4 tail fibers originating from the OM and extending into the 81 
extracellular environment (Fig. 1d). Of the 16 well-orientated extended T6SS, 13 exhibited tail 82 
fiber-like antennae. The number of antennae per T6SS varied from 1 to 6 with an average of 4. 83 
The bulb-like density on the tip of the antennae bears a strong resemblance to similar structures 84 
on the bacteriophage T4 tail fibers that contain the putative receptor interaction sites17,18. 85 
However, the average length of the antennae seen here is ~60 nm, different from the 86 
bacteriophage T4 long (145 nm) and short (34 nm) tail fibers19. At this point it is not clear if a 87 
part of the antennae spans the periplasm to connect with the baseplate, so the actual length of the 88 
antennae may be longer. There is no gene in the M. xanthus T6SS operon with sequence 89 
homology to bacteriophage tail fiber proteins, so the protein identity of these extracellular 90 
antennae remains unclear. Since the gene likely resides outside of the conserved T6SS operon, it 91 
could be a specialized accessory component that varies among different bacteria, conferring 92 
different target specificity and firing behaviors2.  93 
 94 
To investigate the structure of the extended T6SS sheath, we computationally boxed the 29 95 
extended sheaths observed in our cryotomograms into serial overlapping fragments and 96 
generated a sub-tomogram average. This revealed clear structural features of the sheath 97 
surrounding the Hcp inner tube (Fig 2a-d). The extended sheath exhibits six-fold symmetry along 98 
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its long axis. In cross-sections of the sheath, each of the six lobes was seen to contain a large and 99 
a small domain (Fig. 2c, d; black arrowhead: large domain; white arrowhead: small domain). The 100 
large domains were connected to the inner tube by bridge densities; the small domains in turn 101 
connected to the large domains. A 3-D volume of the sub-tomogram average of the extended 102 
T6SS is shown in Fig. 2e. We determined a helical symmetry with a rise of 37Å and a rotation of 103 
22 degrees for this six-start right-handed helix. We also used the same process to obtain a sub-104 
tomogram average of 24 contracted T6SS sheaths observed in our cryotomograms (Fig. 2f-j). 105 
The cross-section of the contracted sheath showed a cogwheel-like structure with 12 distinct 106 
ridges (Fig. 2h, i), consistent with previous in vivo observations in V. cholerae4. 107 
 108 
Since it is unclear how a higher resolution structure of the extended T6SS sheath might be 109 
obtained directly, and since a wealth of structural information is available for the R-type pyocin 110 
and contracted T6SS, we generated a pseudo-atomic model of the extended T6SS sheath by 111 
applying this known information to our sub-tomogram average. We started by superposing an 112 
atomic model of the extended R-type pyocin (PDB 3J9Q) onto the sub-tomogram average of the 113 
extended sheath using the Hcp inner tube as a reference (Fig. 3a). In the extended R-type pyocin 114 
structure, the sheath protein interacts with Hcp through an attachment α-helix close to the C-115 
terminus11, which is also present in the M. xanthus T6SS sheath protein TssC. In our sub-116 
tomogram average we see a clear connection between the sheath and Hcp densities, which is well 117 
occupied by the attachment α-helix (Fig. 3a, arrow). The other parts of the pyocin sheath protein 118 
structure do not fit the density well, since the T6SS sheath is formed not by a single protein but 119 
by a TssB-TssC heterodimer and contains an extra recycling domain. Near-atomic-resolution 120 
structures of the TssB-TssC heterodimer were resolved previously in contracted T6SS sheaths 121 
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purified from V. cholerae and Francisella novicida12,13. We used the more closely related V. 122 
cholerae structure (PDB 3J9G) as a template to generate a homology model of the M. xanthus 123 
TssB-TssC heterodimer (MxTssBC) with which to replace the pyocin sheath protein structure. 124 
We superposed the MxTssBC model onto the pyocin sheath protein based on their structurally 125 
conserved domains11 (Fig. 3b). The result of this superposition suggests that the T6SS TssB-126 
TssC likely uses the same attachment α-helix to interact with the Hcp protein in the inner tube 127 
(Fig. 3b, arrow), but the MxTssBC model did not fit the density best in this orientation. It has 128 
been shown that upon pyocin sheath contraction, the sheath subunits rotate as rigid bodies. We 129 
therefore hypothesized that the structure of individual MxTssBC subunits remains the same in 130 
the extended sheath as in the contracted one. We then treated MxTssBC as a rigid body and 131 
slightly rotated it to best fit the density while maintaining the location of the attachment α-helix 132 
for interaction with Hcp (Fig. 3c, d). We also replaced the Hcp structure with a homology model 133 
of the M. xanthus Hcp hexamer (MxHcp) (constructed using PDB 3EAA20 as a template) (Fig. 134 
3d). The conserved structural features at the interface of MxTssBC and MxHcp suggest that the 135 
sheath and Hcp tube in the T6SS likely interact in the same manner as in the R-type pyocin (Fig. 136 
3a, d). We then replicated the MxTssBC model to populate the remaining five MxHcp subunits 137 
to create a hexamer of MxTssBC-MxHcp, which constitutes one layer of the extended T6SS 138 
sheath (Fig. 3d).  139 
 140 
Next we propagated the MxTssBC-MxHcp hexamer down the length of the sheath with a 37Å 141 
translation and 22 degree rotation of each new layer to fit the density (Fig. 3e). Most of the 142 
density was occupied, with the exception of the region surrounding the TssC N-terminus and 143 
TssB C-terminus in the MxTssBC model (Fig. 3e, arrow). This structure comprises the recycling 144 
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domain of the T6SS sheath (Fig. 3c). A portion of this recycling domain was not resolved in the 145 
high-resolution (<3.5Å) structures of contracted T6SS sheaths12,13 that we used to generate the 146 
MxTssBC model. An earlier lower-resolution (6Å) cryo-EM reconstruction of the V. cholerae 147 
T6SS contracted sheath revealed that this missing part is composed of at least two helical 148 
elements and some additional densities21. A crystal structure of the TssB C-terminal domain is 149 
available (PDB 4PS2) that partially overlaps with the TssB C-terminus in the MxTssBC model 150 
and contains the remaining two helices of the recycling domain. We concatenated this structure 151 
with the MxTssBC model and observed that it occupies the additional density well (Fig. 3f). The 152 
additional ~60 residues of the TssC N-terminus absent in the MxTssBC model likely occupy the 153 
remaining empty densities (Fig. 3f, dashed circle).  154 
 155 
We next constructed a pseudo-atomic model of the contracted sheath by placing a model of 156 
MxTssBC, generated based on the packing observed in the V. cholerae contracted sheath 157 
structure (PDB 3J9G)12, into our sub-tomogram average. The inner diameter and dodecameric 158 
ridges of the model fit the density well (Fig. 3g, h). Interestingly, we observed additional 159 
densities at the tips of the ridges. As mentioned above, these densities were not observed in high-160 
resolution reconstructions of purified contracted sheaths12,13, but were seen in a lower-resolution 161 
reconstruction21. This suggests that the tip regions might exhibit greater flexibility than other 162 
parts. In our sub-tomogram average, these additional densities could be partially occupied by the 163 
TssB C-terminal helices (Fig. 3g, h, arrows), as we saw for the extended conformation.   164 
 165 
The pseudo-atomic models of extended and contracted M. xanthus T6SS sheaths generated here 166 
support the hypothesis that the T6SS and R-type pyocin share a similar architecture and 167 
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mechanism (Fig. 4). In our models the protofilaments of the T6SS undergo similar motions to 168 
pyocin upon sheath contraction (Fig. 4b, e, h, k), but when the same number of layers of the 169 
T6SS and pyocin are compared, the pyocin shows greater contraction (~33% shortening in the 170 
T6SS vs. ~56% in pyocin). However, since the length of extended T6SS can be more than 4X the 171 
length of pyocins11, T6SS can still penetrate deeper into the target cell.  172 
 173 
The extended pyocin structure reported in a previous study revealed details of the interactions 174 
between the sheath and Hcp tube, and showed that the Hcp tube packs in a helical fashion like 175 
the sheath11. In the T6SS, however, how the Hcp hexamers stack in the inner tube is still in 176 
debate7. Although our sub-tomogram average of the extended T6SS is of insufficient resolution 177 
to reveal clear features of the Hcp hexamers in the inner tube, the helical arrangement of the 178 
density for the putative Hcp-interacting α-helix on the inside of the T6SS sheath reveals that Hcp 179 
hexamers in the T6SS are also packed helically with the symmetry of the sheath (Fig. 4c, f, i, l). 180 
 181 
While many aspects of the T6SS structure and contraction mechanism are clearly conserved with 182 
the R-type pyocin, a key difference is the presence of recycling domains on the T6SS sheath 183 
(Fig. 4a, b, d, e). As discussed above, in the contracted T6SS sheath, the recycling domain is 184 
exposed at the tip of the sheath ridges and is less conformationally rigid, possibly allowing 185 
access to the ATPase ClpV for sheath disassembly. Here we show that in the extended sheath, 186 
the recycling domain is partly obstructed by interaction with the neighboring protofilament (Fig. 187 
4b). We speculate that this protection of the recycling domain prevents premature disassembly of 188 
the extended sheath by ClpV. In addition, in the extended pyocin structure, most of the 189 
interactions among sheath subunits are confined to within a single protofilament. Only the 190 
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extended flexible arms on the N- and C-termini of sheath subunits link neighboring 191 
protofilaments11 (Fig. 4h). Here we observed that the recycling domain of the T6SS sheath is 192 
sandwiched in between two neighboring protofilaments (Fig. 4b), suggesting that this domain 193 
might also be involved in assembly and stabilization of the extended sheath.  194 
 195 
Finally, we placed our new sub-tomogram average and the previously solved structures of 196 
individual components into the overall density (Fig. 5a-c). The baseplate has been proposed to 197 
consist of TssA, TssE, TssF, TssG and TssK1. While TssA is initially recruited near the 198 
membrane, it has recently been shown to remain at the growing end (away from the membrane) 199 
of extending sheaths as new sheath and Hcp subunits are incorporated22, and so is likely not 200 
present in the mature baseplate. It has been proposed that the T6SS sheath associates with the 201 
baseplate through TssE, because TssE is required for TssBC assembly4 and shows clear 202 
homology to gp25 in the bacteriophage baseplate, which is known to interact with the 203 
bacteriophage sheath23. Since TssE only comprises 131 residues and was proposed to interact 204 
with the sheath through a continuation of the three-way ‘handshake’ interactions of subunit 205 
domains in the assembled sheath12, we reasoned that the density of TssE would be small and 206 
directly connected to the sheath density without any gap, similar to the gp25 location in the 207 
reported bacteriophage structure23. We therefore proposed that the small but distinct density 208 
layer L1 is TssE and placed the average of the extended sheath/Hcp tube abutting it (Fig. 5c). It 209 
is also possible that a part of the L1 density is contributed by another baseplate component TssK, 210 
which has been shown to directly interact with Hcp, TssC of the sheath and TssL of the 211 
membrane complex, and therefore it was proposed to connect the sheath/inner tube to the 212 
membrane complex24. Purified TssK was previously shown to form a trimeric structure in 213 
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solution with dimensions of around 100 x 100 x 90 Å24. Based on our sub-tomogram average, in 214 
order to span through the L1, L2 and L3 density layers (~300 Å) to interact with both the 215 
membrane complex and the sheath/Hcp tube, TssK must exhibit a more extended conformation 216 
or form a higher-order oligomer in the assembled baseplate in vivo than in the isolated structure 217 
in vitro.  218 
 219 
We next generated a homology model of the spike complex by concatenating the structure of 220 
VgrG from bacteriophage T4 (PDB 1K28)25 with the crystal structure of the T6SS PAAR-repeat 221 
protein (PDB 4JIV)26 (Fig. 5b). VgrG was shown to interact directly with the Hcp tube27. We 222 
therefore placed the model of the spike complex adjacent to the tip of the fitted Hcp tube (Fig. 223 
5c). The model fits its potential density well in the center of baseplate, but interestingly the tip 224 
portion containing the PAAR-repeat protein is clearly smaller than its corresponding density in 225 
the sub-tomogram average. It has been proposed that some T6SS cargo effectors may associate 226 
with the PAAR-repeat protein for delivery2,26,28. We therefore speculate that cargo effectors may 227 
partly contribute to this density (Fig. 5c). Recently, the T6SS membrane complex, composed of 228 
TssJ and TssM in the periplasm and TssL mainly in the cytoplasm, was purified and visualized 229 
by single particle cryo-EM29. The overall shape and dimensions of this single particle structure 230 
fit our in vivo densities well. However, the potential TssL density in the cytoplasm is more 231 
extended in our sub-tomogram average, perhaps due to better structural preservation in the native 232 
environment and intact association with baseplate proteins (Fig. 5c). The remaining unassigned 233 
baseplate densities in L2 and L3 are likely contributed by the baseplate proteins TssF, TssG and 234 
TssK (Fig. 5c). The extracellular bacteriophage tail fiber-like antennae which seen in individual 235 
T6SS (Fig. 1d) is shown by a 3-D segmentation in Fig. 5d. 236 
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 237 
In summary, here we have presented the first sub-tomogram average of an extended T6SS sheath 238 
structure, revealing new insights into how its recycling domains are regulated. We also present 239 
the first visualization of the baseplate structure, revealing how it associates with the membrane 240 
complex and anchors the sheath. This structure also provides evidence of how cargo effectors 241 
might associate with the PAAR-repeat protein of the spike complex. Our observation of 242 
extracellular antennae opens a new path for future research into how this important nanomachine 243 
recognizes targets and triggers firing. In the future, it will also be of great interest to locate all the 244 
components in the T6SS structure by imaging mutants (for instance as we did for the type IV 245 
pilus machines30,31). M. xanthus is not a good system for such mutant analysis, however, because 246 
of the low number of T6SS in the cells (we only obtained 16 T6SS structures showing clear 247 
views of the membrane-associated components from >1,650 tomograms) and the large size of the 248 
cells. New model systems such as T6SS-containing minicells should therefore be sought for 249 
further dissection and higher-resolution analysis of the T6SS in vivo.      250 
 251 
METHODS 252 
Electron cryotomography 253 
M. xanthus DK 1622 strain was grown in 10 mL CTT medium at 32°C with 250 rpm shaking.  254 
The cells were mixed with 10-nm colloidal gold (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) pretreated with 255 
bovine serum albumin and subsequently applied to freshly glow-discharged Quantifoil copper 256 
R2/2 200 EM grids (Quantifoil Micro Tools GmbH, Jena, Germany). The grids were plunge-257 
frozen in a liquid ethane propane mixture32 using an FEI Vitrobot Mark III (Thermo Fisher 258 
Scientific, Waltham, MA). The frozen grids were imaged in an FEI Polara 300 keV field 259 
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emission gun transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) 260 
equipped with a Gatan energy filter (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA) and a Gatan K2 Summit direct 261 
detector (Gatan, Pleasanton, CA). Energy-filtered tilt-series of images were collected 262 
automatically from −60° to +60° at 1° intervals using the UCSF Tomography data collection 263 
software33 with a total dosage of 160 e-/Å2, a defocus of -6 µm and a pixel size of 3.9 Å. The 264 
images were aligned and contrast transfer function corrected using the IMOD software 265 
package34. SIRT reconstructions were then produced using the TOMO3D program35. T6SS 266 
structures were located by visual inspection. The sub-tomogram averages were produced using 267 
the PEET program36. To generate the sub-tomogram averages of the T6SS sheaths, model points 268 
were distributed along the sheaths for the PEET program to crop out and align the overlapping 269 
boxes of densities.   270 
 271 
Data availability 272 
The sub-tomogram averages of the M. xanthus T6SS that support the findings of this study have 273 
been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank with accession codes EMD-8600 274 
(membrane-associated region); EMD-8601 (extended sheath); EMD-8602 (contracted sheath). 275 
The coordinates of the extended and contracted sheath models have been deposited in the Protein 276 
Data Bank with accession code 5URW and 5URX, respectively. 277 
 278 
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FIGURES 372 
 373 
Figure 1 | Visualization of the M. xanthus T6SS in vivo. 374 
(a, b) Tomographic slices through an extended (a) and a contracted (b) T6SS (arrows) in frozen-375 
hydrated M. xanthus cells. (c) Central slice of the sub-tomogram average of the extended T6SS. 376 
L1-L3: different layers of densities in between the sheath and the IM. (d) Extracellular 377 
bacteriophage tail fiber-like antennae captured in different slices of the tomogram shown in (a). 378 
Scale bar in (a) 50 nm, applies to (a) and (b); scale bars in (c) and (d) 10 nm.  379 
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 380 
Figure 2 | Sub-tomogram averages of the extended and contracted T6SS sheaths in intact 381 
M. xanthus cells.  382 
 (a, b) Slices through the center (a) and surface (b) of the sub-tomogram average of the extended 383 
T6SS sheath. (c, d) Slices of cross-sections c’ and d’ of the sub-tomogram average shown in (a). 384 
Black and white arrowheads indicate the large and small domains of the sheath subunit, 385 
respectively. (e) 3-D envelope of the extended T6SS sheath sub-tomogram average. The sheath 386 
is colored in yellow and the Hcp inner tube in red. Left: the full molecule is displayed; Right: a 387 
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clipping plane is used to display the Hcp inner tube. (f-j) the same representations as in (a-e) for 388 
the contracted T6SS. Scale bar in (i) 10 nm, applies to (a-d, f-i).  389 
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 390 
Figure 3 | Generating pseudo-atomic models of the M. xanthus T6SS sheath in extended 391 
and contracted conformations. 392 
(a) An atomic model of the extended R-type pyocin (PDB 3J9Q) placed in the envelope of the 393 
extended T6SS sheath sub-tomogram average, fitting the Hcp inner tube (red) and the attachment 394 
α-helix (arrow) in the sheath (cyan) to corresponding densities. The envelope shown here 395 
contains two layers of the extended sheath. (b) Enlarged view of part of (a), with an MxTssBC 396 
model superposed on one sheath subunit of the R-type pyocin structure. Arrow: the conserved 397 
attachment α-helix in T6SS and R-type pyocin sheath subunits. (c) Side view of (b) after the 398 
MxTssBC model was rotated to best fit the density. TssCN and TssBC indicate the N-terminus of 399 
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TssC and C-terminus of TssB, respectively. (d) The model of hexameric MxTssBC-MxHcp (one 400 
layer of the extended T6SS sheath) placed in the envelope of the extended M. xanthus T6SS 401 
sheath sub-tomogram average. The envelope shown here contains two layers of the extended 402 
sheath. (e) Side view of (d) after fitting three consecutive layers of the hexameric MxTssBC-403 
MxHcp model (shown in different colors) into the envelope. Arrow: density not fully occupied 404 
by the model. (f) Enlarged view of part of (e), with the model of TssB C-terminal helices (red; 405 
generated using PDB 4PS2) concatenated to the model in (e). Dashed circle: densities likely 406 
occupied by the 60 N-terminal TssC amino acid residues, whose structure was absent in the 407 
MxTssBC model. (g) The homology model of the contracted M. xanthus T6SS sheath (generated 408 
using PDB 3J9G) placed into the envelope of the contracted T6SS sheath sub-tomogram average. 409 
(h) Side view of (g), with three consecutive layers of hexameric MxTssBC-MxHcp shown in 410 
different colors. Arrows in (g) and (h) indicate additional densities, which can be partially filled 411 
by concatenating the model of TssB C-terminal helices (red) as in (f). Note that both red helices 412 
are visible in (g) and (h), but due to view angle, they appear as one in (f).  413 
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 414 
Figure 4 | Comparing the models of M. xanthus T6SS sheath and R-type pyocin in different 415 
conformations. 416 
(a) Top view of the extended M. xanthus T6SS sheath model containing 5 layers of MxTssBC-417 
MxHcp hexamers. The sheath is colored gray, with the recycling domain colored cyan. The Hcp 418 
inner tube is colored red. (b) Side view of the model in (a), with only the front half shown for 419 
clarity. One protofilament of the sheath is colored orange. (c) Back view (from inside the tube) 420 
of model shown in (b). Here only the attachment α-helices in one protofilament of the sheath are 421 
colored orange. (d-f) The same representations as in (a-c) but for the contracted M. xanthus 422 
T6SS sheath. (g-l) The same representations as in (a-f) but for the extended R-type pyocin.  423 
  424 
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 425 
Figure 5 | Placing available component structures into the M. xanthus T6SS structure in 426 
vivo.  427 
(a) Central slice of the subtomogram average of M. xanthus T6SS membrane-associated region. 428 
(b) Available structures and models of individual components. The membrane complex structure 429 
(EMD-2927) is shown with the OM and IM locations defined by previous work29. The spike 430 
complex model was generated by concatenating the structure of VgrG from bacteriophage T4 431 
(PDB 1K28) with non-homologous parts removed with the crystal structure of the T6SS PAAR-432 
repeat protein (PDB 4JIV). The extended sheath/Hcp tube structure was generated in this study 433 
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(EMD-8601). (c) Placing the central slices of available structures into the average shown in (a). 434 
(d) 3-D segmentation of the bacteriophage tail fiber-like antennae shown in Fig. 1d (blue: 435 
bacteriophage tail fiber-like antennae; brown: inner and outer membranes; yellow: sheath; red: 436 
Hcp inner tube). Scale bar in (a) 10 nm, applies to (a) and (c).437 
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 438 
Figure S1 | M. xanthus T6SS gene cluster. 439 
The cluster of conserved T6SS genes (MXAN_4800 to MXAN_4813) in the genome of M. 440 
xanthus.    441 
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 442 
Figure S2 | Images of M. xanthus T6SS at different defoci. 443 
(a) A T6SS structure captured by correlated cryo-PALM/ECT in our previous study15 using a 444 
defocus of -10 μm during data collection. (b) A similar structure captured in a cryotomogram of 445 
an M. xanthus cell with a defocus of -6 μm. Tomography slices through full 3-D reconstructions 446 
of intact cells are shown in both cases. Scale bar in (b) 20 nm, applies to (a) and (b). 447 
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